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VP of Student
Affairs reveals
plans for NSU

State University
System of Florida
takes steps to
increase
tuition for science,
technology,
engineering and
mathematics
.
maJors

.

Written by:
Dean Gabriel Williams

......................... .. ..

The State University System of
Florida's Board of Governors and
the Florida State Legislature will
soon vote on whether to increase
tuition for students majoring in
science, technology, engineering and
mathematics (STEM) .
The basis for the increase is
the need for additional funding to
compensate STEM instructors, to
maintain and increase resources
available to educate STEM majors,
and to offset dwindling financial
support from the state to the State
University System of Florida.
An increase in tuition for
SEE STEM 2
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Postal service kiosk installed
in the University Center
Written by:
Victoria Rajkumar

....... .......... .. .. ...
In January, a postal kiosk was
installed in the Don Taft University
Center, off the west side of the main
walkway, between the Flight Deck
and the Card Services office. It will
be accessible to the NSU community
during usual UC hours. Parcel pickups are sch~duled Monday through
Friday, at 4 p.m. and will be subject
to NSU's calendar and holiday
schedule.
Marc Crocquet, vice president
of business services, said NSU Mail
Services, in cooperation with the
Office of Facilities Management,
arranged for the installation. NSU
Mail Services will be responsible for
collecting all packages and securely
transferring them to the parcel and
SEE Kl0SK2
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A new mail kiosk was recently installed in the corridor, on the left side of the Flight Deck in the Don Taft University Center.

Outtakes extends its hours to meet
student demand
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
STAR?ING MoNDAY, JANUARY 23RD
On Jan. 23, the Outtakes
convenience store, located in
th~ Don Taft University Center,
extended its hours to meet student
demands. Outtakes will now stay
open Monday through Friday 7:30
a.m. - 10 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
A survey was conducted by the
undergraduate student government
association on Oct. 17 to determine
the usage of the store and how
many students were satisfied with
the store's hours. One of the results
showed that out of 358 students,
62.3 percent reported visiting
Outtakes three times a week or more
and found it closed. The results
prompted the SGA to take the issue
to PanSGA, which governs all the
SGAs on campus.
Robert
Genser,
resident
district manager of Chartwells, said

Chartwells responded to a request
from PanSGA and agreed to extend
the hours.
"We think it's an excellent
suggestion and one that will be well
received by all of our customers,"
said
Genser.
"We
appreciate
receiving comments and suggestions
on ways to improve our services
campus wide. Our goal is to provide
great products and great service each
and every day in all of our locations
on campus."
Vanessa Munley, freshman
undeclared major, said Outtakes'
hours of operation used to be very
inconvenient for students.
"We live on campus and
usually get out of class at 8 p.m.,
and sometimes you want a snack or
something to drink. You would come
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On Jan. 23, the Outtakes convenience store's hours were extended after the undergraduate SGA and PanSGA proposed a resolution to Chartwells. They found
students were unhappy with the store's limited hours.
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by [Outtakes] and it was always
closed and the only place that was
open was the [Papa John's] and
nobody wants that," said Munley.
Janelle
Azaret,
freshman
psychology
major,
said
she
remembered when the surveys took
place and thought it was good that
Chartwells actually listened to the
~students.
"We made a difference, and it
makes you feel important. It's not
just their decision. It's our opinion,
and that matters," she said.
A.K. Bennett, undergraduate
SGA president, said he is glad that
students are noticing the changes
SGA has been implementing. He

STEM from 1

said the recent change shows that not
only is SGA here for students, but the
university is open to improving their
experience.
"Extending Outtakes hours
was one of my major goals for this
year besides outlets in the UC Pit
and reforming the Student Activity
Fee Account Office," said Bennett.
"I've visited many schools that have
convenience stores open late and
have had many discussions with
·students who complained about how
much earlier Outtakes closed. Our
vice president of legislation, Chris
Mignocchi, and his Student Action
Committee were instrumental in the
research."

KIOSK from 1

letter courier/mail services.
"The university's provider
of mail equipment developed the
postal kiosk concept and presented
it to NSU Mail Services," said
Crocquet. "After review, this was
deemed a viable idea as the postal
kiosk provides additional access to
United States Postal Service letter
and parcel shipping for the NSU
community, including students,
faculty, and staff."
The kiosk is similar to the
automated kiosks found in traditional
post offices. Postal transactions can
be done with the use of a touch-screen
including: purchasing postage in the
form of books of stamps as well as
metered labels; weighing letters and
packages; accessing all available
class rates; choosing the rate and
method of service depending upon
letter; documenting the package to
be mailed; mailing domestically or
internationally (letters only); and
accessing delivery confirmation and
signature confirmation services.
The postal kiosk drop box
can only accept UPS and FedEx
parcels with an active shipping label.
USPS rates apply for all products
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and services. Accepted methods
of payment are credit card based
only (Visa, MasterCard, American
Express, Discover) and Pin-less
debit (Visa, MasterCard).
Crocquet said there is no plan to
have the kiosk accept payments from
Sharkcards.
"This kiosk has been rolled out
on a trial basis, and its utilization
by students and staff will determine
if a permanent deployment is
warranted," he said. "Because of
this, and due to the complexity
of integrating the kiosk with the
Sharkcard platform, we are not
planning for Sharkcard transactions
at this time. We plan to partner with
Student Affairs to leverage their
student communication channels
(SharkFins, Res Life, etc.) and help
get the word out to students."
Jenna Morales, sophomore
biology major, said the placement
of the kiosk will be most beneficial
to international students who live on
campus.
"Many of the students in my
program are international students
and they're always looking for ways
to communicate with family back

STEM majors in the State University
consider applying to schools based on
System
of
Florida
means
it
would
be
many factors - reputation, unique
Bennett said he hoped students
less economical to pursue a STEM
qualities and programs, comfort with
will view the SGA as a capable body
major. STEM tuition increases
faculty and environment, quality of
that is an agent of change and will .
qiay result in the cost of education
campus life - and will then consider
be comfortable approaching SGA
b~ween public and private colleges
pricing from among acceptance
officers with their concerns.
and universities becoming similar.
offers when making a decision about
The undergraduate SGA is
Amon Seagull, Ph.D., associate
enrollment," said Rosenblum.
dean of academic affp.irs of the
According
to
research
working on othet projects. Bennett
Graduate School of Computer
conducted and published by the
said they have just passed significant
Information Sciences, said, "If
Florida Department of Education,
legislation for procuretn~nt (debit)
[STEM tuition increases] it reduces
the number of STEM bachelor's
cards for student organizations- a~d
the public/private price differential.
degrees awarded between 2005 and
will soon distribute a survey, via
It will improve our competitiveness."
2008 by the Independent Colleges
email, to residential students to
However,
Maria
Dillard,
and Universities of Florida, which
gauge interest in sand volleyball
executive director of enrollment
NSU is a part of - have increased
courts around the residence halls.
management, said that she does
for nursing, decreased for computer
''We will also be distributing
not foresee any impact regarding
and information science, and has flat
potential tuition increase on STEM
suggestion boxes across campus and
lined for engineering.
majors in the State University
Seagull said the proposed
launching a monthly SGA newsletter
System of Florida on enrollment at
tuition increase for STEM majors
in the next month," he said.
NSU.
in the State University System of
Don Rosenblum, Ph.D., dean
Florida is beneficial to enrollment in
of Farquhar College of Arts and
programs at the Graduate School of
Sciences, agreed with Dillard.
Computer Information and Sciences.
Rosenblum said tuition pricing
"If the broader picture is to
home. I think [the kiosk] will make
at state universities has a large
increase the number of STEM
life easier for them," said Morales.
influence on application patterns
graduates, then ·that will both
for prospective students considering
Collin
Schneider,
senior
improve Florida's high-tech labor
NSU - regardless of major.
force and increase the applicant pool
business major, said the kiosk is a
"Prospective students often will
for graduate programs," he said.
good idea and will make students'
lives easier and hassle-free.
"That's actually a really great
idea to add [the kiosk] to such a high
traffic area. It's kind of a pain to
leave campus to go to the post office
and lose a good parking spot," said
Schneider.
Crocquet said the kiosk is for
personal use only and should not
Submit your student club or organization's events for the
be used for official NSU letter or
Onshore calendar by emailing: trail@nova.edu.
parcel services. He said those types
Only events for students, by students accepted.
of mailings should be routed by
departments and staff via the usual
mail service process.
Crocquet said there are no plans
to install another kiosk at this time.
He said his office will evaluate usage
and patron traffic on the new unit
3301 College Avenue
first. However, there is no deadline
Athletics and Student Affairs (ASA) Building, Room 105
or established timetable for this
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33314-7796
evaluation period.
nsucurrent.nova.edu
For more information contact
Paul Kestler, Mail Services Manager,
BUSINESS & ADVERTISING
NEWSROOM
at mailmgr@nova.edu.
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SEA board hosts Black
...

History Month art eVenJ
"'-

Written by:
Dean Gabriel Williams

The
Student Events
and
Activities Board will host "Black
History Month: Our History through
the Arts" on Feb. 15 from 7 p.m. 9 p.m. in the Don Taft University
Center pit.
Maria Paz Callejas, SEA
Board's cultural and educational
chair, said this event is a twist on
the traditional Black History Month
celebration.
Callejas said that in planning
and organizing the event, SEA Board
wanted to showcase black history
through music, art and dance, instead
of a typical lecture or movie night.
"Giving
students
the
opportunity to see black history in a
different way will allow for not only
a different perspective on the history
of African Americans in the United
States, but a renewed interest in
learning about black history as well,"
said Callejas.
Jennifer Goetzl sophomore
psychology major, said she is excited
about celebrating the pioneers of the

civil rights movement.
"Black history month is an
important celebration that causes us
to pause and remember a critical time
in America's history," said Goetzl.
Craigrison Ferguson, junior
biology/pre-med major, said he
is looking forward to the story of
black America being re-told in an
interesting and unique way to learn
about the role of blacks in the history
of America.

"Black History Month: Our History
through the Arts" and other events
organized by the SEA Board visit their
Facebook page: NSU S.E.A. Board.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES AND ENTERTAINMENT BOARD

"Black History: Our History through the Arts" will be held on the Feb. 15 at 7 p.m. in the Don Taft University
Center pit.
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NSU to hold 3rd annual
research day
NSU's
Health
Professions
Division will host its 3rd annual
Research Day on Feb. 10 from
8:30 a.m. to 3:15 p.m. The event
is free and open to the public.
It will include presentations
from hundreds of students and
faculty in research areas such as
cancer, cardiovascular diseases,
infectious diseases, public health,
HIV, hypertension, dental stem cell
therapies, blood thinner drugs and
diabetes. For more information,
contact
Health
Professions
Division Research Director Patrick
Hardigan at (954) 262-1524 or at
patrick@nova.edu.
Miami-Dade county to remove
Occupy Miami protestors
On Jan. 31, a spokesman for
Miami-Dade County confirmed
that county officials served
Occupy Miami protesters an
eviction notice. The protesters
were ordered to leave the West
Lawn of the Stephen P. Clark
County building by sundown
on Jan. 31 or face arrest for
trespassing. They had occupied
the location since Oct. 15, and
police say several arrests have
been made since Jan. 19.

"Black History Month affords us
an opportunity to honor the struggles
that minorities have undergone, and
understand the historical perspective
of the struggles that minorities are
undergoing and will undergo in the
future," he said.
For more information about

7>iary ot...

News
B·ri·efs

Computer experience
and software knowledge
with Word and Excel
Some prior experience
working in a business
setting

/~~

'('1..;/
Ability to meet
deadlines in a
reasonable time
frame

For more information contact The Current
(954)262-8455 I trail@nova.edu

Teacher accused of taking
elementary student "bondage"
photos
A Los Angeles e.lementary school
teacher allegedly took bondage
photos of niore .than two dozen
Stllldents in his classroom,
including some with suspected
semen-filled spoons in their
mouths. Mark Berndt, 61, was
arrested for performing lewd acts
on a child at his Torrance, CA,
home on Jan. 31 and is being
held on a $23 million bond in a
Los Angeles County jail. A search
of .Serndt's home found more
than 100 similar photos dE;picting
children and a video dep.icJing
adult sexual "bondage" activity.
Man murders wife for giving birth
to a daughter instead of son ·
In northern Afghanistan, police are
searching for Sher Mohammed, 29,
who killed his wife, Storay, 22. The
couple had three daughters, the
youngest was oorn three months
ago. Mohammed blamed h1s wife
for not boing able-to deliver a son.
Police say with the - help .;of Mis
mother, Wali' Hazrata, Mohammed
beat and strangled his wife to death.
In a prison 1nterv.lew, Hazrata Sjiid
her son was not guilty of the rnuitler
but that his wife committed ·suicide
out of guilt for prod1,1cir;ig another
female child.

Pfizef recall~ 1
co~r.
··,;,;o l. pack$~ .:' . ,;ii
.On ,Jan. 31, · birth

manufacturer Pfizer

inc. 1ssued .a

1minion packets oi'birth
piijs dul td a ~ckaging

recall tor

cootiol

error'. · the , affected pac;J<ets''tmve
expiration dates ranging ,.between
July 31~,2013 and Mar. 31, 2014:'
This error could raise the risk
of pr:egnancy . because, ·ot an
inadequate dq~g'e. · The:,;drugs
.were distributed to ·warehouses,
clinics . and , ' retail,, pharmicies
throughout the . U.S. A Pfizer
spokeswoman said the problem
was caused by both mechanical
and visual inspection failores on the
pa_Qk~ging line.
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A talk with the vice president of
Student Affitirs
~·

--." ,,
'

Written by:
Dean
Gabriel Williams
.............................

and awareness for suicide prevention. These
are some of the many examples of student
giving at NSU. The student population has a
willingness to give, which is the cornerstone
of the NSU experience. It is our hope that
our students, once they leave the university
setting, will continue to give throughout their
lives and careers, and as such, we provide all
the tools and resources necessary for them to
do so.

Throughout the winter 2012 semester,
The Current will publish feature stories on
student involvement at NSU. For the first
installment of the series, Brad Williams,
Ph.D., vice president of Student Affairs, was
excited to sit and talk about the state of student
affairs and student services at NSU.
Ql: What programs and services will the
Division of Student Affairs undertake to
increase student involvement at NSU?
A: Among our priorities during the course of
the next academic school year is to increase
both the quality and quantity of student
entertainment activities on campus. In
particular, we are hoping to facilitate more
large-scale entertainment activities, similar
to the recent on-campus comedy show
featuring Kevin Hart. Students should be
really excited, as we are currently working
on bringing popular acts to perform on
campus. In addition to entertainment, it is
always priority to increase the quality and
quantity of the resources available to the over
241 clubs and organizations on campus and
to find ways to increase the overall number
of clubs and organizations on campus. This is
especially important because of the role that
clubs and organizations play in the overall
student experience.

Q2: Does the university have a plan of
action to inform students of the resources
available to NSU students? If so, give a
general overview of this plan.
A: We do, in fact, have such a plan. The
Division of Student Affairs has decided to
place considerable effort on Orientation
programs as a focal point for educating
incoming students on the resources available
to students at NSU. During Orientation,
Orientation Leaders spend a considerable
amount of time educating students on and answering questions about - student
activities, student clubs and organizations,
and university resources available to students.
Other than orientation, we have the Shark
Bytes, our weekly e-~tudent newsletter which
is published by the Office of Student Media
and is read to by our 7,000 students each week
Q3: Discuss the negative and/or positive
ramifications of the fragmentation of the
student body on student involvement,
engagement, affinity,
advocacy
and
empowerment at NSU.
A: The fragmentation of the student body
has both challenges and opportunities. We
traditionally have a student body that is
typically over the age of 21 and, yet still, a
growing number of students who matriculate
in the form of online courses, satellite
campuses, and evening and weekend courses.
Because each College, School, or Program is
unique, it is beneficial, for example, for each
College, School, or Program to be served by a
Student Government Association and Student
Organizations that cater to their specific issues
and desires. The challenge moving forward
will perhaps come in the form of a greater
university identity: does the student body think
of themselves as Sharks first, or as students at
a College, School or Program first? This is a
challenge that is constantly at the conscious

-,

Q6: Make the argument for an off-campus
student to move into the residence halls .
A: There are many arguments that can be
made, but the most convincing is the proximity
of classes to the residence halls, which allows
students to avoid increasing transportation
costs and the hustle and bustle of South Florida
traffic. The second, and more immaterial
argument is that living on campus is a once
in a lifetime opportunity that a student will
have; it is an opportunity to learn and grow
as a person in a setting that provides all the
resources for a student to do so, including the
staff and administrators of the Division of
Student Affairs.

A: The university's objective is to
aggressively develop our undergraduate
program by 2020. To achieve this, we plan
to, first, leverage dual admissions programs
in attracting students within the region.
Second, we plan to increase both the number
. of scholarships and the amount of the
scholarships so as to increase the number
of talented students enrolling to study at the
university. Third, the university has worked
on a plan that requires targeted recruiting
not only with the South Florida region, but
within the remainder of the state, within the
nation, and in select countries throughout the
globe. Not only do we want to attract the best
and the brightest in the state of Florida, we
want to attract the best and the brightest on a
national and global level, as well. These steps,
when considered collectively, will ensure that
we are increasing the student population in
a manner that benefits both the student body
and the university.
QlO: Does
the
university
have
a
comprehensive plan to both increase and
improve non-business and non-science
academic programs of study? If so, give a
general overview of this plan.

COURTESY OF OFFICE OF THE VICE PRESIDENT OF STUDENT AFFAIRS

Dr. Brad Williams, vice president of Student Affairs.

of the Division of Student Affairs as we devise
programs and services, ensuring that they cater
to the general university community.
Q4: Does the university have a plan to
increase student affinity? If so, give a
general overview of what that plan is.
A: The Division of Student Affairs at NSU
believes that affinity is about building
relationships with students, which start at
orientation and continue well after the student
graduates from the university. We have
developed an NSU Experience Model, which
tracks the involvement of both residential
and non-residential undergraduate students.
This model has demonstrated that NSU is
improving the manner in which it engages
students, as is demonstrated by an increase of
both residential and non-residential students
who are involved in campus life. This
information has been of great assistance to the
Division of Student Affairs in improving the
quality of the relationship between the student
and the university, and it has provided insight
on how we can improve.
QS: What is the university's plan to
increase charitable giving, community
service and philanthropic initiatives
amongst the student body?

A: As we speak, there is a plethora of
philanthropy, community service, and
charitable giving initiatives taking place
amongst the student body. In addition to the
planned Relay for Life towards the end of
the winter 2012 semester that benefits the
American Cancer Society, student giving at
NSU is admirable. Medical school students are
going on missions throughout the world with
the objective of providing rudimentary medical
care to those who are less fortunate. Optometry
students are providing eye care on missions
throughout Central America. Dental students
are proving dental care for underprivileged
students. Lambda Theta Alpha Sorority held
a powerful walk last semester to raise funds

Q7: Make the argument for a student to
become more involved in campus life.

A: First, student involvement provides
students with a way to discover themselves
in a manner that allows for not only selfdiscovery, but self-improvement. The ability to
discover one's skills and improve upon one's
shortcomings is a skill that one needs in order
to survive in the real world. Second, and more
pertinent to one's professional career, is that
student involvement, and student leadership
in particular, demonstrates to prospective
employers your abilities and capabilities,
as the campus life experience is designed to
mirror what students will encounter when
they leave the university setting and enter
the workforce. In addition to preparing
students for the workforce by imparting
professional skills such as management and
communication, student involvement gives
students the opportunity to set themselves
apart in an economy where an average of five
individuals apply for a job opening.
Q8: Does the university have a strategy to
both improve and increase the social Greek
community at NSU?

A: The university is always looking at ways
to improve academic quality. A significant
portion of NSU's Vision 2020, articulated by
President Hanbury, is to achieve recognition
for academic excellence university-wide. End
of term class surveys in particular provide
a window into how we are serving our
students' academic needs, as the university's
primary objective is to provide well-grounded
and diverse academic programs. Student
feedback is essential to the improvement of
NSU academics, and we are always looking
for ways to improve academic programs
and academic services. Alongside this are
programs offered at the university that have
received national recognition, including the
Ph.D. in Conflict Analysis, which is one of
only two Ph.D. programs in the nation, and
the School of Oceanography, a world leader in
coral reef research.

Qll: Would the university's administration
be averse to publishing, at the beginning
of each academic school year, where the
portion of the student service fees that the
student governments do not allocate goes,
with specific amounts and percentages?

A: The university would not be averse t{)
A: The social Greek community has a
making this -information public to any student
fundamental place in the role of student
that requests it. i can tell you, however, that
life at NSU. Greek organizations instill a / 71 percent of all student activity and service
sense of professionalism, community, and '
fees go toward university technology. Thisis
service within and amongst its members,
appropriate, as many of the 29,000 students
hence creating students who understand the
matriculated at NSU are online students,
importance of student involvement. While the
and all NSU students use technology. The
long term objective is to increase the size of
remaining portion of the student service
the social Greek community at NSU, we strive
fee goes toward the RecPlex, student .
for quality above all else. For the Division of
counseling, student disability services,
Student Affairs, the top priority is to ensure
campus card services, and areas including
that Greek organizations on campus have all
student health and athletics. Finally, SGAs
the resources that they need to recruit and
benefit from this fee as they disburse funds
otherwise organize themselves in a manner
for clubs, events, concerts and professional
that will result in longevity.
opportunities for students.
Q9: What is the university's goal for
undergraduate student enrollment, and
how does it plan on going about achieving
this goal?
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FACULTY SPOTLIGHT= JAMES CANNAOY
·,

"
Written by: Alyssa Sterkel
"Any life that is well lived is one where
you've left a positive mark. I have no idea
what my mark will be when I'm gone, but I
hope that maybe things will be a little better
than when I got here. That's all any of us
can hope for," said James Cannady, Ph.D.,
professor in the Graduate School of Computer
and Information Sciences.
Cannady never planned to be a full
time professor with a Ph.D. and a part time
paramedic. He said the plan in 1984 was to be a
police officer until he retired. However, he's not
one of those people who plans his life out. He
takes the opportunities given to him, and those
opportunities led him to where he is now.
Before Cannady became a professor at
NSU 11 years ago, he was a police officer in
Atlanta, GA and a federal government special
agent working in foreign counterintelligence.
He lived in Japan, where he met his wife and
had his daughter. He also lived in Iceland,
where he realized information security was
what he wanted to pursue.
"To pursue information technology to the
extent that I wanted to, I had to have a graduate

COURTESY OF J. CANNADY

James Cannady, Ph.D .• professor in the Graduate School of
Computer Information Sciences brings experience to his role as
a professor. He has been a police officer. a federal government
employee, and is currently a part-time paramedic.

degree. There was a really good school in
Iceland, but you had to speak Icelandic. So, I
couldn't go that route," he said.
Cannady said his students are always
curious to know what his previous jobs were
like and how he ended up where he is, but he's

Did you know?
Facts. aboti'rFebruary

specialization, and it had a niche. Now, it is
not sure how or why he came to do what he does.
It all started with all of the men in his family ... everywhere because technology is everywhere.
who were in the military. He grew up wanting
"When we started our program, we had
to make·-a,~ontribution to his community.
to convince people that it's important. But now
"I felt.arr- o!?_ligation. I was a detective
most professionals know how hard [information
security] is and how important it is," he said.
when I left the police force and it was hard
Currently, Cannady is working on how
to leave because when you're a cop you feel
systems can identify hackers like the human
tied to your community. When I drove home
in the morning, I had this feeling that I'd taken
body identifies a virus or an infection.
He said, "Your brain doesn't tell your
care of these people while they slept. I felt
responsible for them in a way," he said.
body how to fight infections. There are simple
chemical processes that are able to do this. If
After
working
with
foreign
counterintelligence and "catching spies," he
we can come up with a similar approach with
intrusion detection, then we'll eventually find
felt a responsibility to look after people as well,
a solution to this hacker problem."
but with information security. Cannady wanted
Cannady wouldn't be working on this
to catch hackers. Receiving his Ph.D. was the
project if he hadn't pursued the numerous
perfect way for him to mix his love for science
and his desire to do research about hackers.
opportunities in his life. He said the biggest
All of the experiences Cannady has,
challenge was not fitting himself into a box.
helped bring an element to teaching that most
"It hasn't been a straight road for me.
professors can't provide.
Things have just worked out. It really is a
"What I offer my students is the practical
matter of taking opportunities- and working
aspect. I've been on the front line in regards
hard. What it comes down to is doing what
you enjoy and doing it for the right reasons.
to information security. I can translate the
academics into the realities of security," he said.
Whatever challenges any of us have are just an
opportunity to grow. They're opportunities to
When Cannady first started information
do something greater," he said.
security in the 1980s, it was a pure

Need son1e Valentine's Day
ideas? Look no further
Wntten-~y:
Alyssa Ste·rkel
~ alentine's Day is one week away, and,
for all you•couples in love, it's time to start
t}nalizing yppr ideas for one of Hallmark's
favorit~ day.g. If you're at a loss as to what
.to dt>, 'b r if yo}l need a little help thinking of
more ideasl eep readitig. Here's how to have
a love-dovgy.-onaa-budget Valentine's Day.

Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel

It's February' - the month bf roses,
hearts and candy. Peop~ either lo~e this month
or hate it beqmse of Valeh tine's Day. But in
ff~-.
ft'
February's def~hse, it hair s,ome wondefful
facts about it th~t Jii'ay ,turn y~ "h~ 'FS.'~ into·
"lovers." Here ~el ~n{~ interesting facts
about February: · ~;
)·',--(./Ifie~ up a mason jar from a craft store
Feb. 2 was G1uullejp.as Day:,, and yes
~ n,d ,give it to your loved one. Tell them you
you read that c0rrectly. tandlerii' 5 ,;DayPiS
will start collecting all your movie, sporting
an ancient festivai
therntpoint fP;
game and concert tickets lo put in the jar. The
of winter. People used to Si!Y. the Christmas
,
,
j~f~ill
then become <!..~'col:leciitm of all your
~
~
~
season lasted for 40 days. 'UQtil Feb. ,2" Feb. 1111 !'
!
· .9ates - and all your memories.
12-14 _were "bo~owed" ~~ysf~om Jana~~!;- .
'
11 ':''' Ifyou'rethecr~t~e.why~otpic~up
accordmg to ancient tradition. If thl$e '~
?t
·a -tanvas from a craft-S:tor1t and design a decor
.t
·-· .~:·....
were stormy, the year would .-hl!ye good · '.
piece for your boo. l'BtiW the artsy type (I
weather. But if there was pleasam· WeJther on
can't draw a stick figu~ tdfave~~y life), but
those days, the year's weather wol:l]'d 1,1ot be so .,
there are some very easy ways to write ~on
pleasant. So pay attention Feb. 12-14 and see · ·
a canvas .,board. For example, you can gt~';;
if this year matches up to the tradition.
wopd letters to a canvas and then paint over it
Monthly traditit>ns al~o . inclu~e: Ash
_ ,;z;: ·
1 ~- ¥1,~ne solid colo~'. ].he l~tters wil} stand ~ut,
Wednesday on Feb. 22, Kissmg Fnday on
and all you had to do'was;use gh,1e and pamt.
Feb. 24 (you'd ' think this ,celebration would
,:i, Another clreap, but lhougntful gift idea
be held the ·, Fri:da:y' a«ei;, Valentine's Day),
_
ls to make an al)lhabet.of youriov~. Cut out
and Leap Year Day. Thi!lyear, February has
26; small pieces
paper ~ ~te .a. letter
29 days which means it is a leap year. The
.
. . COURTESY OF INVITINGSMILES.COM
On each one. Below the ietter Write What
'
.
In 1ust one week, cupid 1s coming to sl19ot an ar.,ow, throug_h '
·
'
_
"'
purpose of a leap year is to keep the calendar
your heart.
,.
you love about them, lyrics to your favorite
year synchronized with -.tbe·astronomical year.
song or something cute"y~u want t; say. For
With the leap year, mme people whose
and significant events as well. On -·Feb. 8,
example, for "e" you ean write, "every single
actual birthday only happens once every four
1750, th.ere was an earthquake fuat shoPk
day J am gratefuMor you.;'
years. A few of those people are Jeff "Ja Rulel'
Great Britain. On Feb. 11,, 1578, Sir Franeis .•
Date ideas: If you have absolutely no
...
Atkins (rapper and hip hop ~st), Antonio
Drake hecame,,the first known Englishman to
idea what to d9 on Feb. 14, hopefully, SOJJl~pf
Sabata, Jr. (male supermodel, actor a,nd fitness
sail the pacijic. On Feb. 20, 1896, films were
these ideas will help put a smile on your date's
author), and Sharon Dahlonega Bush (first
shown .in a cinema to a paying audience for
'' face.
female African-American weather arrchor).
the ,first time.
I'm a girl and I love' having my picture
Feb. 14 is also the birthday for many people
February is also known for the
taken (yes, I realize that sounds a bit
you may know, like Drew Bledsoe (former II SuperBowl. This year the New York Giants
mnceited). However, I also bet I'm not the
NFL Quarterback), Gregory Hines (smooth tap
piayed the New England Patriots and fo .the
only girl who does. So guys, why not ask a
dancer), and Florence Henderson (aka Carol
f<111s the winning' team, congratulati~ns'.
friend to take pictures of you and your girl
Brady from "The Brady Bunch").
,
11
and
pretend you're on a photo shoot. You will
11
February is famous for natur&!, disasters 111
!,
,
not only have a great way to spend Valentine's
w

~it.:,; '"' _
rn~~g

.

.

.

,r, ~..,,.

~,:.r'

of

of

"

'

~ yes. as

in

aea'tr,..

VJqT\rut <i °"«~· I
COURTESY OF THETWINERYBLOG.COM

Making an alphabet of your love for your "love" is an easy and
Inexpensive way to express how you feel about them.

Day, but you caq print out your favorite picture- and you've got two gifts in one.
You can also plan a picnic (I feel like I
~
tell everyone this date idea). It is simple and
romantic, and this is the only time yoµ can
do it in J<lorida" without melting. Plus,
allf; you
..
have;tO· do is bring a blanket, buy-so.me subs
and drinks from Pl'lblix, and bring napkins.
If Y<J11'.ve been with your loved one for
a while now, why not reenact your first date?
If your first date was two weeks ago, this may
not b,e· such a good idea. But if you've been
dating for at le.ast a few months, this. could
be a great day to relive how your relatit>nship
started. Try to plan the date· almost exactly,
and show your boyfriend or girlfu,_end that
you love them as much as you did then.
If you're on a budget for Valentine's
Day, or if you're almost broke, your loved
one will appreciate the effort you put into
your special day. Hopefully, a few of these
ideas helped spark the perfect day. And
remember, if you're shopping at Hallmark,
go now, otherwise you and every other lastminute person will be there next week.
'
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.Men's basketball
midseason recap

ON THE BENCH
Commentary by:

Kevin Preciado

Athletes succumb to pressure but
·,"
they:re still human
Pressure. Such a feeble word,
yet it leaves its mark on athletes
everywhere. The latest victims of
pressure were Billy Cundiff and
Kyle Williams.
A seemingly routine field goal
attempt by Cundiff (Baltimore
Ravens' kicker) becomes a daunting
task once the word pressure is
thrown into the equation. For Kyle
Williams (San Francisco 49ers'
kicker), holding onto the football
was the equivalent of holding onto

Jell-0. What do you know? Pressure
strikes again.
Does succumbing to pressure
make them any less human than
anyone else? Not at all, and it's
not just athletes who submit to
pressure, everyone does at one
point or another.
Ever taken a test and wondered
why your score was lower than
anticipated? You know the material
like the back of your hand yet the
results did not reflect that. You,

Written by:
Kevin Preciado

Facilities Management helps
to create a better campus experience for
Nova Southeastern University's students and staff.
This article on Facilities Management is part two of a six part series featuring the NSU Facllities Departments.

DEPARTMENT MISSION
The mission of the Office of Facilities Management is to
help assure a quality campus life for students, faculty, and staff of Nova
Southeastern University. To assist the academic endeavor, it is the goal of
Facilities Management to make our buildings and grounds attractive, clean, safe,.
and energy efficient, Our goal is to prov!de exceptional service -~r1d mtJintaih the .
campus and facilities at the high standard that is exempfffled by the
Nova Southeastern University tradition of excellence.
Services include maintenance and cleaning of all facilities on and off campus;
campus beautification; campus safety/security; parking and transportation; space
allocation and recycling of furn iture. The Office is also responsible for construction of
all new facil ities and renovation of all current facilities.

',
Through the first 18 games of
the season, the men's basketball
team stands with a record of 9-9. The
team currently leads the conference
in field goal percentage, and they
have the best rebounding margin in
the conference as well.
Before the season began, Gary
Tuell, head coach, wanted the team to
improve their defense from last year. A
near 12-point per game improvement
defensively has indicated that the
team received his message.
"Our defense has gotten much
better since last year," said Tuell. "I
think our team concept on defense is
much better. I think our guys have
a better understanding that defense
wins games."
Teddy Tassy, senior guard,
has been named SSC Player of the
Week twice this season. He credits
Brandon Crone, assistant coach, for
the team's improved defense.
"The big difference is Coach
Crone coming in and having a
defensive mentality from Butler," said
Tassy. "Ever since preseason started
and practice started, we have really
been stressing defense this year."
Robert Huntington, senior center,
has the second highest field goal
. percentage in the conference, and
believes all of his teammates have
shown the ability to score points.
''With the new team, everyone's
capable of making shots," he said.
"Teddy's won Player of the Week.
Iran's · [Hollis] won Player of the
Week. In those games, they're
shooting 80-90 percent without a

While every effort is made to accomplish work in a timely manner, there are
occasions when work must be deferred due to the
For further information on
availability of manpower or funding. When a request
NSU's Facilities
must be deferred, the requesting department will be
Programs and
notified of the reasons for the delay. The understandProcedures, contact: ,. ;.,,ing of these delays is appreciated.
If the qualitiy of service provided does not meet your
expectations, we encourage you to contact us at
facilities@nova.edu or physicalplant@nova.edu, or
call (954) 262-8823 or (954) 262-8800. All concerns
will be investigated and we will provide a Customer
Response reply to the requester. Should you have
positive comments about the services provided, we
would welcome as pass these comments o.n to the
appropriate individuals concerned .

Ki ds Cuts
Mon-Wed

$10

All Seniors
Only

$10

NOVA STUDENTS $5- OFF
MON-WED WITH ID

$10
Club Fit Members • •• • • • $5 Off
First Time Customers •. . $5 Off
Student Special ••• •••• •• $3 Off

Tuesdays . . . •• . • . . . •• . . . • •
With Coupon • M o n-W e d

With Coupon

W / 1.0 . • Mon- W e d

Father-Son Special •• ••••
M o n-We d

$2· Q

FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
facilities@nova.edu
call (954) 262-8823

THE PHYSICAL PLANT
Rh~sical(2lant@nova.edu
call (954) 262-8800

COURTESY OF NSU ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS

Junior point guard, Tim Traversa, is third in the
conference with 3.9 assists per game.

problem. Then, when they do have
tough nights, guys like Shaun Prautl
are making things happen inside."
With the worst turnover margin
in the conference, this is one area
Tuell wants the team to focus on.
"We're shooting the ball raally
well, but we still turn the ball over
too much, and that's probably right
now our biggest focus - trying to
reduce turnovers and continuing to
improve defensively," he said.
Despite the high turnover
margin, Tuell said he has been
impressed with how the team
has shared the ball and played
unselfishly.
"A lot of credit goes to the
players," he said.

Want to write
a letter to the
editor?

PUBLIC SAFETY
www.nova .edu/(2ublicsafet~
call (954) 262-8999

GO GREEN RECYCLING
www.nova .edu/gogreen
call (954) 262-8800

.,.

.............. ......

my friend, have just fallen victim
to pressure, and guess what? It's
perfectly normal.
It simply baffles me to see the
negative outpour from fans when a
player makes a mistake. An athlete
sh~ws they're human, and we as a
society lack the human characteristic
of empathy.
Billy Cundiff and
Kyle
Williams may have lost the battle to
pressure, but so have the rest of us.
Remember that.

Go Green Recycling I Facilities Management I Public Safety I The Physical Plant

-r -

I~

- we're all ears!
Email: nsunews@nova.edu

,,..1ri-neeCurrent

.

Channel96
that's all you
need to know.
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TECl-f CORNER .4..
Written by: Davis Yahn

·

_
·,

3 great apps to help you get a better education
If there is one thing a SolJ;th
Floridian loves more than sunshine,
it's a cell phone. No matter where you
go: the movies, the beach or class,
someone is on his or her phone doing
some "business." Well, more like
updating his or her Facebook status.
How about instead of informing your
friends about what you think about
your professor's hair piece, why not
use your phone to actually pass the
class. Here are three apps for your
android, iPhone and blackberry to
help you do that.

especially if you're a student.
CampusBooks is a great app to help
save on those pesky books that eat
away at your semester's budget. With
a price-comparison tool and barcode
scanning tool, this powerhouse app
is sure to come in handy for any
thrifty-minded student consumer.

,

iPhone

Wikipanion: ~pedia
is
something that should stay,oilt-o{ the
classroom, so keep it on your phone.
The online encyclopedia is a great
place to start research on something
you know nothing about, while
pointing you in the right direction to
properly find information. The app
allows bookmarks and has the same
simple search feature from the website.
Blackberry

=:: BlackBerry

Android

-,'f

Stanza: With access to more
than 30,000 classic books that are
now in the public domain because of
expired copyrights, Stanza is a must
have for any book worm. The free
app allows you access to the likes
of Shakespeare, Dickens and much
more while also keeping track of
progress you've made in each novel.
The app allows adjusting to text size,
too which is a great way to keep
yourself out of the optometrist office.
DocumentsToGo: Accessing
Microsoft Office files on an apple
product isn't exactly easy. But for
a mere $9.99, DocumentsToGo
will very quickly become worth the
price, given the convenience. The
app allows for downloading, editing
and creating Microsoft documents
(Word, Excel etc.), getting you
quicker access to the lecture notes
and that syllabus you keep forgetting.

•

CoursePro: Keep track of
your courses, assignments and even
grades with a simple to-do list that is
designed with students in mind. This
app allows you to include due dates
for each assignment or homework, so
you can stay on top of the onslaught
of school work for only $2.99.
Kaplan
GRE
Exam
Vocabulary: Possibly the greatest
free app a prospective grad student
could have. With more than 500
flashcards covering GRE vocabulary
words you will quickly learn the
words to help you on the verbal
section of the GRE.
CampusBooks:
There
is
nothing better than saving money,

"

MemTool: Visual learners take note:
flashcards are your best friends. But
who has time to write out all those
cards? Enter MemTooL For $4.99, the
app allows you to make your own flash
cards on your phone. It uses an algorithm
to determine what information you
might forget the easiest, thus allowing
you to study better.
Work Organizer: Having an
efficient workflow requires a bit
of effort that most students would
rather outsource. For $3.99 you can
keep yourself up to date on tests
and homework while tracking your
progress via graphs.
ChemLabPartner: Chemistry
is by no means easy and it doesn't
get any easier if your chem partner
is a slacker. With a temperature
converter, a periodic table and even a
molecular weight calculator, this $3.99
powerhouse of an app can do wonders
for your grades and maybe keep the
chemistry with your partner positive.
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Nature doesn't
stand a chance
·" against Liain Neeson in ''The Grey''
Written by:
Davis Yahn

..............

Liam Neeson teaches an
interesting lesson on winter survival,
life, death and wolves in "The Grey,"
a psychological action thriller that is
sure to have you paying attention.
The film follows John Ottway
(Liam Neeson), an all around bad a**
sharpshooter working in Alaska for
an oil refinery and hunting the wolves
that threaten its workers. After the
work is completed, Ottway and the
other workers depart for home in
Anchorage but end up crashing while
flying through a storm. Left with little
supplies, dwindling man power, and
no hope of rescue, the survivors are
left to conquer their fears and leave
the crash in search of safety.
No action movie has ever made
me tear up or given me the shivers
like this before. Safe to say, I wasn't
prepared to feel just as hopeless as
one of the plane crash survivors but I
did, and that's exactly what director
Joe Carnahan wants.
Carnahan's ("A-Team," "Smoking
Aces") take on fear and survival is
top notch. The emotions and pain
that the characters of "The Grey"
experience feels authentic, . thanks
to a large attention to detail. Being a
somewhat outdoorsman myself, I felt
that everything was thought of, given
the circumstances of the film. The
survivors are all wearing the correct

clothing and using the right gear,
and Neeson's outdoor leadership and
survival skills are textbook.
This is perfectly exemplified
when Ottway searches a suitcase for
gear and pulls out a beanie for his
head, one of the most vital articles of
clothing you can wear in the cold. I
liked the little details like that. They
made me feel like I could follow Liam
Neeson up Mt. Everest if I had too.
Some of the best acting in "The
Grey" isn't just from Neeson. Dallas
Roberts ("3:10 to Yuma" 2007) and
Frank Grillo ("Warrior" 2011) are
just two shining examples of the wellrounded supporting cast. Although
the survivor characters aren't detailed
as much as they really should have
been, you can't help but flinch any
time something bad happens to one of
them.
The movie does drag on from
time to time. Those expecting a
non-stop action movie will be
disappointed, but if you keep an open
minded view to the content discussed,
you will find this movie is far deeper
than it appears on the outside.
I found that I took away a lot
from this film, and it stayed with me
for a few days. I think that is what
really makes the movie ticket worth
it. So check out "The Grey," and
judge for yourself. Just be sure to stay
through the credits for a surprise.

Sharks uniteD ~
Channel 96

Show Tim8S: Fesruary 1- 29, 2012
For more information: www.nova.eDu/sharksunit~v,
MOVi8

{954) 262-2602, emaa sharkt\l@nova.eDu ·
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FACE OFF
THE HUNGER GAMES: TO READ OR NOT TO READ

"The Hunger
Games'' left me
starving for more
Written by:
Louise Laurent

Often enough I find a novel
that allows me access into the
world created within its pages.
Voluntarily, I wander through its
contents and find myself amazed.
However, seldom do I find
a book that suddenly drags me to
the depths of its reality while I was
casually dipping my toes at the
edge, and testing the waters. Such
is my experience with "The Hunger
Games" by Suzanne Collins.
With an upcoming cinematic
release of this story I thought, "why
not see what all the excitement is
about?" At this point I had read
about how amazing the novel was
in at least four magazines. Needless
to say, I had exceptionally high
hopes (which is usually followed
by an exceptionally great letdown) . "The Hunger Games" did
not disappoint.
This novel introduces a
new land, Panem, born from the
ashes of North America. The
main character, Katniss, is a
16-year-old citizen of District
12, who regularly breaks the law
by foraging and hunting in the
forbidden forest to provide food

for her widowed mother and
younger sister.
In this extremely cruel (yet
extremely effective) dictatorship,
the districts are at the mercy of
the Capitol, which forces two
children, a male and female,
between the ages of 12 and 18
from each district to be offered
as "tributes" to the hunger games.
The tributes are forced to battle
each other to the death.
Imagine returning home and
having to look those parents in
the eyes. It is in this way the story
draws on my empathy for not only
the District 12 tributes (who are
forced to submit their names a
number of times in order to get a
ration of food} but for Katniss, who
joins the games as a replacement
for her younger sister, Prim.
"The Hunger Games" makes
special use of the first person
restricted point of view. · I am
trapped inside Katniss' thoughts
which come as fragments, short
musings, or rushed sentences.
Slowly, it changes from me simply
reading the book to me experiencing
Katniss' reality. This is where it
turns from good to amazing for me.
I am identifying completely with

~·~~

-

vs.

"the girl from District 12".
I continue to follow the story
line of the girl from District 12 who
goes through a series of makeovers
in order to seem more interesting
and pleasing to the audience who
tunes into the games as though it
were some hybrid between "All My
Children" and "Wipeout."
Usually, when reading, I
consider many things. In this
storyline I am continually forced
to push to the back of my mind
everything Katniss pushes to the
back of hers, and I fully immerse
myself in realizing things when
she does. This lack of foresight is
a new feeling for me, and I find it
exciting.
With one page left of the
book, I feel completely empty
inside. Empty because I am not
able to open the second book
and devour it on the spot. I am
suspended between my world and
Panem and crave resolution. Too
engaged to function, _I anticipate
this feeling of suspension to
persist until my eyes burn though
the pages of "Catching Fire."

Friday2.10

Tuesday2.7

Dub Vibes: SOFL / Chapter 4
with Bare, Crizzley,
Big Chocolate

Miami Heat v. Cleveland Cavaliers

Revolution Liv~ 10 p.m_.

Frebruary 7-Frebruary 12
American Airlines Arena, Miami 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday 2.8
Regis Philbin
Hard Rock Live, Hollywood 8 p.m.

All star Weekend w. The After Party,
Hollywood Ending
Revolution Live 5:30 p.m.

,---~~The
Hunier Games"
....
p;Oves that it doesn't
take m.uch to m.ake
the NY Tim.es Best
Seller list
Wiitten by:
Victoria Rajkumar
I am actually very disappointed
in what was supposed to be an
awesome book. "The Hunger
Games," by Suzanne Collins, is a
young adult novel that reads in the
first person viewpoint of Katniss
Everdeen, a 16-year-old living in
a post-apocalyptic world. Get this,
this "post-apocalyptic" world is
known as Panem which used to be
the former United States. Sounds
like the makings of something epic,
right? Eh, not so much.
Don't get me wrong. I think
Collins had an excellent idea but a
poor delivery and, not to mention,
an even poorer editor. The
amount of spelling mistakes and
grammatical errors was enough
to make me want to put the book
down. Can someone give this
woman's publishing house a call
and tell them I'm available to edit
her work? Come on Scholastic,
constant errors are not acceptable.
However, the plot does have
an interesting spin on a unique
situation I wouldn't have thought
of. In the story, children ages 12-18
are basically sacrificed as tribute
in the "Hunger Games," which

is one giant kiddy-killing spree,
until only one victor remains. The
winner of the games then returns
home with wealth and glory. Two
children are randomly chosen from
12 districts in an annual drawing
in an event known as The Reaping.
Each of those "tributes" chosen
has their own economical class
and skills. I'll admit the logistics
were hard to grasp, but I just let
Collins continue without question.
It got easier to read that way.
I hate the fact that this super
tough chick, Katniss, was made
a fool of by having her character
sink to that "Bella-Swan-damselin-distress" level. At one point, the
fast-paced action of the book was
overrun by lovey-dovey crap. Come
on! This is the Hunger Games,
there's no room for that in war.
Personally, I'm sick of all
the hype these mediocre books
receive when something better may
be out there somewhere shelved
from publication. It really is · a
shame. Not to forget, "The Hunger
Games" movie is on the horizon
and, hopefully, it delivers more
than this book did (which I doubt).

i,,I
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Save Our History
American history trade show brings history to life at
War Memorial Auditorium, Ft. Lauderdale
1Oa.m. - 4p.m. Feb 10-12

...

Saturday 2.11
Sleigh Bells + Diplo
Revolution Live 8 p.m.
~

Thursday 2.9

Jeff Dunham

Jeff Foxworthy

Bank Atlantic Center,
Sunrise 8:00 p.m.

Hard Rock Live, Hollywood 8 p.m.

Florida Panthers v. Los Angeles Kings
Bank Atlantic Center/ Sunrise 7:30 p.m.

Zach Deputy
Culture Room, Fort Lauderdale 9:00 p.m.

Sunday2.12
Florida Renaissance Festival
. Quiet Waters Park,
Deerfi~d Beach 10 a.m. - sunset

follow us
on tw-itter™
check out ou- twitter for
the latest campus news.

www.t:wttter.com1bhecurrentnsu
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The real Mexican standoff:
The border war

February 7, 2012 I nsucurrent.nova.edu

Star Wars
•

Episode I lil 3D:

'-

"

•

A m~nace to society

Written by:
Davis Yahn
How many people have to die
before some sort of drastic measOre
is taken to prevent further deaths?
When it comes to Mexican cartels
and the drug trade, more than 50
thousand people have died in the
last five years at the hands of the
cartels, according to reports from
the Mexican Attorney General's
Office.
For many Americans, the
conflict at the borders had faded
from memory. The few friends
of mine who had knowledge of
what was happening were limited
mostly to what they picked up from
the National Geographic show
"Border Wars." What they told me
was happening was that basically,
"people were dying and drugs were
getting smuggled."
Things are obviously tough in
Mexico. This isn't new. But when
the number one emerging market
is private security, I think you can
really start to paint a picture of how
tough it really is.
Patrons of security firms
such as Grupo Industrial Security
Multisistemas are being implanted
with GPS tracking chips, escorted
everywhere by armed guards and
driven in armor-plated trucks.
You would too if you couldn't
go outside your house for fear of

""'

Written by:
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Kevin Preciado
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Police seizures like this, in Mexico, are just drops in the bucket compared to the actual flow of material
fron the Mexican drug trade .

being kidnapped and ransomed.
This is an everyday occurrence in
parts of Mexico.
In 2010, Mexican police
reported that there were 1,847
kidnappings, the highest in the
world, and that number was believed
to be far below the realistic figure.
Anti-crime groups say that only 1
in every 10 kidnappings is reported
because most fear what will happen
if they tum to the police for help.
Being a police officer in
Mexico, I think, to date, is probably
the worst job in the world. Nothing
beats having to work against these
cartels. Anyone opposed to the cartels

is killed and left as a message to
others. Police chiefs, commissioners,
political leaders - it doesn't matter.
If they speak up, they get silenced.
Even news reporters are being
targeted by these malicious gangs.
Shoot, even I might become targeted
for writing this. There is no limit to
what these people will do, and they
have no remorse. They are only
fueled by greed.
So yes, cancel the trip to
Cancun and forget Tijuana because
if you're hoping for a Mexican
paradise, I suggest you look
elsewhere. Mexico is a warzone and
we're not even fighting.

A long time ago in a galaxy far,
far away, one could see a movie that
wasn't in 3D. Shocking, I know. It
seems every movie is now milking
the 3D cash cow. It's one thing
to rerelease "The Lion King" and
"Beauty and the Beast" in 3D, as
these are actually masterpieces. It's
another thing to rerelease "Star Wars
Episode I: The Phantom Menace."
When I saw the commercials for
this, one simple word came to mind:
Why? Every diehard Star Wars fan is
still trying to repress this failure of a
film 13 years after its initial release.
The day the "Phantom Menace"
came to theaters was one that was
supposed to be joyous and splendid.
Oh how we were duped. The Star
Wars fan in all of us took a blow that
day. Some remained hidden in their
Chewbacca masks for days, while
others were in a state of denial and
refused to even acknowledge just
how abysmal this film actually was.
Why was this movie so terrible?
Three words: Jar Jar Binks. Jar Jar
Binks is without a doubt the most
annoying movie character of all
time, and to take it even further, his
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Jar Jar Binks can be seen in 30 starting Feb. 10.

character alone might be the biggest
regret in cinema history. The force
was definitely not strong in this one.
You know you have a problem when
C-3PO is no longer the most disliked
figure on the screen.
Not even a cast featuring Liam
Neeson, Natalie Portman and Ewan
McGregor could save this film.
Who's going to dish out $15 to see
this movie in 3D? I honestly couldn't
tell you. Seeing this movie once on
the big screen was more than my
Jedi mind could handle. Last time I
checked, Jar Jar Binks in 3D was still
Jar Jar Binks.
Before you go out and waste
your money, just remember: this
isn't the movie you're looking for.

Orange County Convention Center• Hall D • Orlando FL
- .-

·,

/ Qi~ .

www.megaconvention.com
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I
MEDIA GUESTS: Kate Mulgrew - Star Trek,
Tom Felton - Harry Potter, Cindy Morgan - Tron,
Joseph Morgan - Vampire Diaries,
Charisma Carpenter - Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Bruce Boxleitner - Babylon 5,

...;

Special Guest - Mark Meer from Mass Effect 1-3
Plus a variety of Cartoon, Anime & Video Game
voice actors - Check our w~bsite for a complete list

..,
Check our website
for a full list of
this year's
celebrity guests
&comic book
artists!

COMIC BOOK ARTISTS: J. Scott Campbell, Bill Seinkiewicz, David Finch, Greg Capullo,
Tim Sale, Oarwyn Cooke, Frank Cho, Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti, Karl Moline,
Paul Pelletier, Billy Tucci, and many, many more!
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FACE OFF
21 ST CENTURY DA}:ING
Social network profile browsing '", The scre~ning process
causes the destruction of courtship ~-,, has never been easier
Written by:

Written by:
Dean Gabriel Williams
Sarah Palin really can see
Russia from her house, if she uses
Google Maps. As a matter of fact, she
can see streets, avenues, highways
and backyards in Russia from her
house because the application allows
one to zoom in on various locales.
And while prospective employers
hold professional and academic
references in high regard, they're
also checking your Facebook and
Twitter posts to see how well you
write, and even further, what your
views are on the issues of the
day. They're also screening your
Facebook pictures for drunkenness
and other forms of debauchery. And
for just $20/month, you too can
investigate anyone's background
on a number of investigation-based
websites. But should you?
The age of easy access to
information has created a curiosity
to know as much about someone
before we actually meet them in
person. And nowhere else is this
more evident than in the realm of
dating and relatio~_B~
While fuerejs'):~

-

required a sophisticated level of
communication and engagement.
Dating and relationships were once
almost something like art. The
mystery and the intrigue often fueled
the elegance that is love.
Nowadays, there is no mystery,
no intrigue, no sophisticated level of
communication and engagement, and
certainly, nothing even similar to art.
If you don't believe me, consider this:
An article entitled "Google or not to
Google before your first date" in the
January Issue of "Resident Assistant
Magazine," noted that 43 percent of
single adults ~
-n:)ip.<;J-..lfsafil'ifieing
a little sp2,iJ-taneity''tnorder1d
know i!}ofe about their potential
dates,
e 88 percent "wouldn't be
offend .d if their date used the web
to lecilii more about them before a
date." ~ s~
ki~&~ the fact that
70 percent of womea..apd~.§3!;1Jere~
of men admitted to "Googling" their
potential partners before a date.
And many people wonder why,
as reported by nationmaster.com (a
popular site for researching facts
af!,.d- ~ istics), the United States
tanMJit'st.inthe number of divorces.
Dating implies that''.fadivi:Jluals- :'are
ally ·participating in a process
·.i:h they are q1.king time to get
ore about eac_}i other. As

't· ·

Twitter, Linkedin and YouTube,
getting to know someone has become
more efficient. These mech.anisms,
however, were not f lant to
replace but rather to fcempliment
the traditional meanll ,'of human
interaction. While I don''t doubt that
there are benefits to using these sites
to ensure that the indi\i:idual you're
about to go on a date with tomorrow
or next week hasn't been~ victed
of a heinou~ crime, :"h~t yo~q_o~ld
remember 1s that It 1s supei:ffo,al
to judge someone with whom ) ou.
could possibly spend your life based
on pictures and posts on Facebook
~
Tweets.
If yo"'ll~
nking about dating
-........ ...~ d'
and even marrrage,~
cy; .
through social networking is
definitely not the way to go. You're
better off taking the time to get to
know someone substantively than
by ~ud~g the book by its cover.
Wha~ yo~· don't want, is to make
judgmen1s. about a potential mate
based oh relatively superficial
informatio• that you discover on
social nt§itorking sites and then have
_your juclgments about the stability of
,r';'.elationship be clouded by said
superficial information.
Relationships are investments,
not only in your future, but the
future of your partner. They are
commitments between people that
should be treated with respect, and
not subject to the mundane nature
that is social networking.

~-,

On the Scene:
"It is way too expensive. It's good
that they are going to be staying
open later, but they need to lower
their prices and offer more options
for the students." Herkh-Men Ra
Shepsu Nuua, sophomore English
and writing major

(gym at 6 p.m. at LA Fitness? That
means they're wearing the blue sports
...
There are some freaks out there
bra' toda,;y!).
I'm not a stalker, and I am
- both in the positive and negative
not promoting such a pitiful quality.
' out who you're about
sense. Granted, I have been out of the
But hey, <check
dating scene for nearly six years, but
to embark cin a date with before hitting
't
I still manage to catch unfortunate
the town. lt's only good advice. I
dating horror stories from my single
hy checking someone's
buddies. The best part of the whole
Twitter or Googling them
tedious experience of going through
is such ah'ot button issue - like it or
step-by-step of what went wrong on
not, your information is out there for
. '~
what was supposed to be a "magica~ . _;.., .world to see.
evening" is the inevitable roar
I don't believe in blind dates.
,1,1,&hter that follows once J ~est
That's just asking for trouble, and
pti'lling up the loser-:itr,question's
you never know just how sick of a
Facebo~k Qag~/ · · .,,.
sense of humor your friends may
Ladiei and.,l entlemen, everyon,~ have or which one of them is out
·knows that in oiller,JdJ.Iiake an Wormed
to get ...you for- ·those embarrassing
decision (about anything, really) you
Facebook photos you·tagged them-in,
have to do research. Otherwise, you're
two years ago.
just a blind, nai:ve sap on the verge of
Sometimes drawing you-knowyet another bad experience.
whats on your drunken compadre's
Why should dating be any
face can land you in dating hell. I've
different? I want to know if you're
seen it happen (and laughed), and I
a psycho with too many cats, each
am giving my most sincere advice,
named after a past lover, or if you
free of charge no less. Please, do your
have an obvious drinking problem
research this Valentine's Day and
and hit the clubs every night in
avoid wasting your time, money and
search of booty. And what I'm really
hopeful affections on someone who
looking for is if that date-to-be has
may very well throw your lifeless
enough common sense to not display
body in a ditch somewhere. Nahl
himself in a negative light when the
But seriously, do your research
world has him at its fingertips.
and go out there prepared, informed
Stalking? Depends on how much
and ready to enjoy a night on the
you refresh their page and just how
town without having to dread the
well you know their daily schedule
next-day phone call.

Victe;,ria Rajkuniar

............

,V_,

What do you think about the products and prices
at the Outtakes convenience store?

"The prices are so high [at
Outtakes]. You could go across the
street to get a better deal. I really
don't like the one packs of the
medicine. That is pretty inefficient.
Also, can I get a deal on
something? I get $75 to print but I
have to pay $5 for a Rockstar
energy drink?" Michelle Quiles,
senior legal studies major

"I think it's pretty good but,
sometimes, they don't have the
healthy foods that I want." Osca
Leng~en, freshman undecided

~

,~

"The convenience makes the price kind of
worth it. I have way too many [SharkCard
dollars] to use, so I'm trying pretty hard to
get 'rid of them. I think because of the
[SharkCard dollars], it makes them capable
of charging whatever they want. Stephenie
Pisacano, sophomore biology major

"What is most irritating is that it
closes so early, but I am glad
that they are fixing that. They
used to have gallons of milk
which was nice, but not any
more" Olivia Semer, freshman
marine biology major

"I wish they had Lucky
Charms. They used to and
now they don't. I don't think
they will be getting anything
new 'til late [in February]."
Hope Daniel, freshman
exercise science major
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